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1. Introduction

This report represents an independent review of the proposed WIPP

underground mine design. This review is based on material made available

by the TSC as detailed in Appendix A. In reviewing the proposed design,

its functional suitability and stability have been assessed. Principal

emphasis in these areas has been placed on ground control and stability,

since these are the major areas of expertise of the reviewer.

Certain criteria have been defined by the reviewer based on his

understanding of the requirements for the WIPP. These are summarized below:

- A reasonable utilization of the available site is required,

however demonstrable stability both of the underground design, and

its effect on surface structures is considered to be more important

than the development of high extraction ratios. The demands for

safety and stability are of overriding importance, and the trade-offs

between these aspects and economic requirements common in a mining

operation do not apply. The use of trial and error in the development

of early panels which is common in mining is not acceptable for the

WIPP. The result of this criteria is that any design should be

conservative.

- Information supplied by the TSC states that storage rooms

should be designed to allow a ten-year waste retrievability

period, but encapsulation of the waste should occur within 25 to

50 years.

- Failure of any of the storage rooms by roof fall or extensive

pillar slabbing is presumed to be unacceptable.
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- Main entries should remain usable at least until waste

encapsulation occurs. They therefore should be designed for

lower closure rates and greater stability than the storage rooms.

- Shaft stability should be assured for at least the life of

the repository.

- Subsidence effects in the shaft area are unacceptable.

Due to time constraints, it has not been possible for the reviewer

to develop a totally independent functional design, nor is it understood

that this is required. For this reason, this review depends heavily upon

the design calculations provided by the TSC and relies, in large part, on

a critical examination of the current design.

2. Desion information

One of the strongest criticisms of the proposed design lies in the

scarcity of well-documented design data, and the poor use of the data

which does exist. Any mine design should rely heavily on empirical data

available from mines in similar lithologies and at similar depth. This

empirical data may be backed up and extended by careful use of numerical

stress analysis techniques (particularly finite elements).

Empirical data for mine design in bedded salt is not as freely

available as for other bedded deposits, particularly coal. Nevertheless,

data is available. Reference is made in the documents to experience in

the Saskatchewan potash mining district. However, this is not detailed,

nor is the applicability to the current region investigated. Some information

is included from the Carlsbad area (A 46, A 47r, but this is not apparently

*References Al-A47 refer to the documents received from the TSC and
are listed in Appendix A.



included in the design, although the intent of doing so is stated in

several places. Indeed, the current design in several areas goes against

local experience (see Sections 4, 5, 6).

Considerable reliance is placed on finite element analyses. However,

there are serious questions about the validity of the models used and

the results obtained from them. The starting point for any numerical

analysis has to be a reasonable representation of the expected lithology

and of the mechanical properties of the rock.. These are examined in the

following sections.

3. Choice of horizon

The horizon chosen appears the best available. The presence of

clay seams in the roof and floor may be troublesome, and an agreement

on definitions and identification should be sought between the AE and

TSC (A 25).

Comments made at the meeting of April 24, 1979 (A 24) regarding the

differences between WIPP-12 and ERDA-9 should be noted. If WIPP-12 is

anomalous in its clay content development to the south and east would be

advisable. Later developments to the north could be considered after

some experience of the mining and data on ground movements and stability

has been obtained.

4. Storage area

The storage area is in two panels each developed in a series of four

33-foot wide by 300-foot long rooms, with 25-foot yield pillars and

300-foot abutment pillars separating each group of rooms. This design is
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unconventional. Thus, at two local mines panels are developed with 28-foot

rooms with 44-foot square pillars at a depth of 1,070 feet (A 46) and

26-foot rooms with 54-foot square pillars at a depth of 1,750 feet, these

designs being reasonably typical of practice in other areas (see e.g. 1).

No reasons for this design are given, and the only design analysis is given

in the Stability Analysis (A 45). It is presumed that the design is an

application of the Stress Control Technique published by Dr. Serata.

4.1 The Stress Control Technique

Comparison of the present design to an experimental system used at

the Kerr McGee mine (A 46) and a consideration of the proposed order of

main entry development (A 3) suggest that this is an application of

Serata's "Time-Control Method" (2). However, consideration of the mining

concept schematics (A 15 - A 17) suggest that this may be an application of

the "parallel room method" (2).

Both of these methods are intended for use in weak or failing ground

with clay 'separation' seams in the roof. In the "parallel room method,"

a second room is driven parallel to a failing room with a minimal yield

pillar between. The new room is thus protected by the development of

stress-relieved ground around this room. A third and fourth room can be

added, the final configuration being stable except for the first room which

will continue to fail. In the "time control method," two outer rooms are

developed and the central rooms are driven between in "strain hardened" ground.

This is essentially a similar technique to that suggested by Baar (3),

although he states that the intervening ground is "stress-relieved" rather
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than strain-hardened. Success has been claimed for these methods at

various mines in the Canadian potash region (2). It must be emphasized

that the use of narrow yield pillars in the design goes against normal

mining practise for this type of deposit. This being the case, the onus

of proof must rest with this design. It should be demonstrated that the

yield pillar concept is a necessary modification of 'conventional'

designs and that the resulting storage areas will have the required

stability. For a number of reasons, this reviewer does not feel that this

proof has been provided. Thus

- The presence of strain-hardened ground in evaporite mines

has been questioned (3, 4), although a similar result develops

if stress-relief is invoked.

- In the only case of which the reviewer is aware of the use

of these methods in the WIPP area, the design did not functiop

as intended. Thus, at the Kerr McGee mine, a trial system showed rapid

failure of the outer rooms, and early failure of the central rooms

(A 46). The system was discontinued.

- The reviewer is not aware of any well documented field

verification of the methods. This is essential.

- Numerical simulations of the proposed room layout (A 45),

although themselves suspect (Section 4.2) do not agree with the

projected behavior. Thus, according to Serata, closure rates should

be highest in the outer rooms, while numerical simulation shows

similar closure rates throughout, rates being slightly higher in

the center rooms (A 45, Figs. 3.4.8, 3.4.9). A different result
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is obtained by Sandia for the RH level rooms, though the

geometry here is different (A37).

More conventional pillar analysis suggests that the yield pillars

may be detrimental to stability. The Bechtel analysis suggests large

initial vertical stresses in the yield pillars, decaying somewhat in

time, and comparatively small horizontal stresses. After two and one-

half years, the stresses in the center of the yield pillars are of the order

of 3,000 psi vertically and 500 psi horizontally, compared to 3,000 psi

vertically and 1,000 psi horizontally in the abutment pillars. This

indicates a poorly confined core in the yield pillars and the potential

for serious slabbing or even failure of these pillars.

Other questions arise in the storage area design. One of the major

reasons put forward for the use of yield pillars is to allow the relaxation

of horizontal stresses above and below the rooms and thus to avoid roof

and floor slabbing due to buckling. Baar (3) has suggested that intersections,

where horizontal creep can occur in more than one direction, may lead to greater

stability in these conditions. The length of the pillars (300 feet)

relative to their width should be considered. Finally, the panel entries

require attention. These are 33-foot rooms separated by 300-foot

abutment pillars. Presumably, these are expected to be stable, although

no calculations are given. If these entries are stable, the need for

narrow yield pillars in the storage rooms is not obvious.

4.2 Stability Analysis Review

This subsection reviews the Bechtel Report on Stability Analysis of



the Underground Openings, WBS No. 51, Sections 3 and 4 (A 45).

The stability analyses are based on runs made using the ARC-CDC

program with a viscoplastic material property subroutine added. Questions

arise over the use of this code. It is stated that very small time steps

are required under high strain rate conditions. For this reason,

runs on the CH level were limited to 0.4 years for the model with clay

seams and 2.5 years for the model without clay seams. Extrapolation

was used to give ten-year creep closures. The extrapolations are highly

suspect; they indicate a cessation of creep closure after about

five years, a result in contradiction with field evidence (3, 1), which

indicates continuing creep closure at a constant rate. It is clear

that the MARC code is unsuitable for the current applications, and

another more suitable code should be sought. It is stated that the

REM code of Serata Geomechanics will be used in future analyses. This

code is proprietary and without documented evidence of its suitability,

including field verification in similar lithologies, it cannot be

judged.

Neither of the CH level idealizations (Figs. 3.4.1, 3.4.16)

show a reasonable representation of the site geology based on the

ERDA-9 core logs. A detailed comparison of the ERDA 9 log and the

model geology is included as Fig. 1. The most notable differences are

summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1

Horizon Core log (A 23) Model (A 45)

a. MB 136 13.6 ft. thick 17.8'ft. thick

b. MB 138 0.7 ft. anhydrite absent
with basal parting

c. anhydrite 0.9 ft. at 2120.9; absent
clay parting at base

d. MB 139 3 ft. thick anhydrite; 8 ft. thick; top
top at 2154.3, 4.3 ft. at 2150, floor of
below CH level CH level

e. anhydrite absent 2233-2249.8

Clay seams are included in the model as "clay with partings" in beds

of appreciable thickness. This 'Iumping' technique is invalid since the

importance of the clay seams is most likely to be in their lack of tensile

and shear strength and the resulting contribution to potential bed

separation. The "clay with partings" beds do not correlate well with the

identified clay partings in any case. The omission of the clay partings

and anhydrite in the near roof and floor of the CH level are particularly

serious.

Even with a verifiable and useful computer code, and a realistic

idealization, any numerical investigation is limited by the knowledge of

material properties and the ability to represent them mathematically. The

properties used for the stability analysis appear to not be based on

the Sandia experimental work (A 41), nor is any source for the properties

available. The quoted source (reference 2 of the document) was not

available to the reviewer.

The viscoplastic law used for the simulation is apparently a



simplification of the generalized law reported by Serata (2). The

constants for the law -- octahedral shear strength Ko and viscoplastic

V4 -- have also been reported as generic values (5), although the value

for V4 is closest to that reported for "weak salt" while that for Ko is

closest to that reported for "strong salt." No evidence for the temperature

or stress exponents are presented, nor is this evidence available in the

literature, to the reviewer's knowledge. The creep strains predicted

by this viscoplastic law for a simple constant stress triaxial test can

be compared to those predicted by Sandia laws developed from test data of

the WIPP salt (A 35, A 36). This shows the Bechtel equation consistently

predicts different secondary creep strains than the Sandia law (Appendix B).

It must be noted, however, that the more recent Sandia law is based on

short-term creep data in which the existence-of a true secondary creep region

is not established, so that the creep rates predicted by this law will

tend to be overestimated. Finally, no account is taken of the time sequence

of excavation of the rooms which could have a significant effect on the

deformation and stress fields.

4.3 Storage area design

Before the storage area design can be agreed to, or even properly

reviewed, the following data must be made available:

- Nunerical simulation using a verified, and verifiable, code,

reasonable geology incorporating the clay seams in a realistic

manner, and material properties developed from the Sandia data

on SENM salt. These simulations should be run for

a) storage rooms (Section B-B, Drg. 51-W-OO1)

b) panel entries (Section E-E, Drg. 51-W-OOl)

c) alternative 'conventional' room designs
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- Comparisons of the proposed designs to mining experience

in similar geologies.

- Documentation of the proposed design by actual mine experience.

Even with this data, it must be appreciated that a final design

cannot be developed until field data from the early mine development is

available.

5. 1ain entries

Four 25-foot main entries with 20-foot yield pillars are planned.

All comments made in relation to the storage area apply to these

entries. However, main entries must be stable throughout the projected

life of the storage area, and detailed stability calculations must be

reported. Failure of the thin yield pillars and excessive creep closure

in these entries could have serious consequences. Again this design

does not follow normal practices (Table 2). In particular, the comparison

of the pillar W/H ratios should be noted.

Table 2 (Main entries) (A 46)

Mine Entry Pillars Depth
Width Height Width W/H ratio

Nash Draw - mains 20 ft. - 44 ft. -- 1070
-declines 20 ft. 7 ft. 35 ft.(1) 5

Kerr McGee 25 ft. 5 ft. 100 ft. 20 1100 - 2000

National Potash 26 ft. 6 ft. 54 ft. 9 1750

WIPP (proposed) 25 ft. 12 ft. 20 ft. 1.7 2150
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Before any agreement on, or proper review of, the main entry design

can be made the following data must be provided:

- Numerical simulation of the proposed entry design.

- Numerical simulation of an alternative design with wide

entry pillars.

- Comparison to field experience.

It should be noted that this design is more critical than that for

the storage areas for the following reasons:

- It concerns the main entries which must have a higher degree

of stability.

- Main entry design will influence the early development which

will precede most of the preliminary stability data to be obtained

from the experimental area.

6. Shop area

The stability requirements for the shops are even greater than for

the main entries, since these will, presumably, be used for future

repository developments, and since they will include equipment and

facilities which will be sensitive to gross ground movements.

Twenty-foot wide pillars are again used in this area. These are

unacceptable for the following reasons:

- The heights are greater than elsewhere. Thus, in Drg. 54-U-OO1

a room height of 28'2½'" is indicated, a pillar W/H ratio of 0.7

Only two entries are indicated for each pillar. This does not

even agree with the stress control yield pillar concept.
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- A high degree of stability is required.

- No design data is given using wider pillars.

It should also be noted that a height of 28'2" gives a roof at

2121.8 feet coincident with the base of a 0.9 foot anhydrite. Extensive

roof bolting will be necessary.

The sloped rib pillars shown on Drg. 54-U-001 could give spalling

problems. Note that Duvall use vertical ribs at the Nash Draw mine

for this reason (A 46). The sharp corners in some of the storage area

pillars (e.g. southwest of the SE shaft) will lead to high stress

concentrations and should be eliminated.

Consideration should be given to moving the shops out of the

immediate shaft area. An alternative shop layout should be developed.

7. Shaft pillar

The size of the shaft pillar will depend largely upon the angle

of draw for the particular overburden. There is little available evidence

on this angle for these strata. Local practice is surmarized in Table 3.

Table 3 (A 46)

Shaft Pillars

Mine Depth Shaft pillar radius angle Plant(Shop)pillar radius an-
ft. ft. ft.

Nash Draw 1070 550 270 1070 4!

Kerr McGee* 1100 600 290 1600 5!

WIPP 2150 1000 250 -- -

Kerr McGee has noticed some subsidence at
its main office buildings.
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The 250 angle proposed for the WIPP shaft pillar is in accordance

with the various formulae used from the Mining Engineering Handbook (6)

(Drg. 51-W-013). It is also in line with normal coal mining practice (7)

and with other mines in the area. However, for minimal subsidence

an angle of draw of 350 is indicated in coal mining (7, page 13-108),

while local mines use at least 45° for this subsidence pillar. A more

conservative design would be to use a 1000-foot shaft radius pillar and a

2150-foot radius subsidence pillar. Development in the shaft pillar would

be limited to shaft entries. Shops would be sited in the subsidence

pillar (1000 feet - 2150 feet) and the experimental and storage areas

placed outside of the subsidence pillar.
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8. Design instrumentation

Preliminary design layouts and calculations must, of necessity,

be based on information on the detailed lithologies from core holes

and the extrapolation of field data from other mines in similar rocks.

However, it must be recognized that design modifications may be needed

based upon early experience in the mining horizon. These could occur

because of the limited knowledge of the geology, the difficulties in

correlating laboratory mechanical data and in-situ behavior and the fact

that current field experience is limited to other areas and stratigraphies

or to different horizons in the same area. At the very least, early

verification of the suitability of the proposed design and of the validity

of design prediction is needed.

The field data necessary for design verification, and/or modification,

can only be obtained by a comprehensive instrumentation scheme. Moreover,

since time is an essential factor in the behavior of openings and structures

in salt, this instrumentation scheme must be implemented as soon as

practical after opening the horizon to be mined. The instrumentation

scheme should be designed for the following general objectives:

- To verify design data and methods (rock mechanical properties,

computer codes and empirical extrapolations);

- To assess the stability, and hence the suitability, of the

preliminary design;

- To provide data for design modification, if this is shown

to be necessary.
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The collection of field data should be continuous from first

breaking ground to abandonment of the repository. Early data will be

used for continuous design updating; later, data will be invaluable in

the design of later facilities. The instrumentation scheme should give

information on all parts of the design; that is, the shafts, shaft pillars,

shops, entries and storage area. Mre specific recommendations are

included in the following sections.

8.1 Instrumentation layout

8.1.1 Shaft instrumentation

As a minimum, the following should be monitored:

- Shaft deformation, both in terms of changes in shaft

diameter and in terms of deformation within the rocks surrounding

the shaft

- Lining strain

- Pore water pressures in water bearing horizons

Information from these measurements is essential for the verification

of shaft lining design. Data collection should be started as soon as

possible, preferably concurrently with shaft sinking. It is understood

that the first shaft is to be blind bored and that early instrumentation

will be difficult or impossible. The operational advantages of this

procedure should be weighed carefully against the need for early information

on shaft behavior to be used in the verification or modification of design

for the later shafts.
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8.1.2 Subsidence monitoring

Shaft pillar verification will require precision surface subsidence

monitoring, as will general environmental considerations. Monitoring

should not be restricted to the shaft pillar area, but should extend

over the whole site. Information on any surface subsidence caused by

deformations in the storage area will aid in shaft pillar evaluation.

Monitoring can be by standard surveying techniques.

8.1.3 Shop areas, entries

These permanent openings should be instrumented as soon after

opening as possible and monitoring should be continued throughout their

life. As a minimum, the following should be monitored:

- Room convergence (horizontal and vertical)

- Pillar deformation (horizontal and vertical)

- Roof and floor deformation away from the opening.

Monitoring stations should include intersections.

8.1.4. Storage area

Design verification - Test rooms with dimensions the same as

planned for the storage area should be driven. Alternative room designs

should be planned in case these should prove necessary. Measurements

should include those specified for the shops and entries (Section 8.3).

In addition, stress changes at various depths in the roof, floor and

pillars should be monitored.

Monitoring instrumentation should be included in some of the

actual storage rooms. Measurements should include those specified for
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the shops and entries with the possible addition of sone stress

measurements.

8.1.5 The experimental area

Part of the experimental area will be used for the design

verification work (Section 8.4). The remainder is devoted to Sandia

experiments and instrumentation for that area is not considered here.

8.2 Measurement techniques

No attempt is made to detail techniques in this section. However,

some general comments on design of the techniques are given.

8.2.1 Deformation measurements

The deformations of interest to the design verification include

any resulting from the openings. Surface deformation (closure) must be

monitored, as well as the movement of points inside the rock-mass. The

first measuring point in any nstrument boreholes should be as close as

possible to the surface and measurement points near the rock surface,

where deformations are greatest, and should be more closely spaced than

those further from the surface. It is important that anchors be placed

outside the zone of influence of the openings in at least some of the

instrument holes. These will give a 'stable' reference point for the

other data.

Instrumentation for deformation measurements can be either conventional,

mechanical, extensometers (using tapes for convergence and wires for

boreholes) or the more sophisticated electrical type. On balance
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mechanical extensometers are preferred for reasons of economy and

ruggedness. If electrical nstruments such as LVDT's are used for

borehole measurements, the transducers should be sited at the mouths

of the borehole to allow easy replacement. The borehole measurements

should be grouped in a single borehole for each station and direction, as

far as possible, by using multi-anchor assemblies (see e.g. 8).

Anchor design should be kept simple. Mechanical anchors (e.g. 8,9)

are preferred to the hydraulically activated type for reasons of

long-term reliability.

8.2.2 Stress measurements

Stress changes, where these are repaired, should be measured at

various depths into the roof, floor and pillars. Both vertical and

horizontal stress changes should be measured if possible, but the

number of stress measuring boreholes should be kept to a minimum.

Stress measurement in viscoplastic materials must be approached

with care. Rigid inclusion stress meters are not satisfactory. Soft

inclusion (rubber, salt, etc.) are preferred (10). Again, instruments

should be chosen for simplicity and ruggedness.

8.3 Determination of the primitive stress field

A knowledge of the primitive stress field (magnitudes and directions)

is important to a full understanding of the mine stability, and to the

ability to predict this stability. It represents the initial condition

from which all mining induced stress and deformation fields are developed.



Unfortunately, the measurement of this stress field in salt is full of

uncertainties related to the mechanical properties and crystalline

nature of the material.

Standard techniques such as borehole pressurization and overcoring

have been applied with mixed success. Serata (11) has claimed success

in the use of a pressurization technique, though this relies upon the

validity of the REM code (Section 4.1). Recently success has been

claimed using overcoring of a rubber inclusion stress meter (12).

Hydrofracting is attractive since salt behaves in a nearly elastic

manner under tension (9) and the geometry of the method is simple. It

is recommended that measurements of the primitive stress field be conducted

with more than one technique and compared to numerical simulations of

room closures and pillar deformations. In this way, an assessment of the

validity of the data will be possible.

9. Conclusions

The following are the major conclusions of this review:

- The storage area design is unconventional. No acceptable

calculations are given to support this design and no comparison to

mining experience is made. No comparison is made to conventional

designs as justification for this design approach.

- The finite element code used for calculations on the stability

of the storage area is unsuitable. Highly questionable extrapolations

are used. The idealization used is erroneous and not representative

of the geological section as it is known. The analysis takes no
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account of the time sequence of development. The equation used

for salt behavior differs from those based on SENM salt tests and

is not a result of these tests.

- The main entries use a similar unconventional design principle.

No supporting calculations or evidence is given. This is

particularly serious in view of the high degree of stability

(including low closure rates) required in the main entries.

- The shops use 20-foot "yield" pillars. These are unacceptable

because of the high degree of stability (including low closure rates)

required in the shops, and the greater height of the pillars which

leads to a very low W/H ratio. The use of sloped ribs could cause

problems. No design calculations are given for these areas.

- The shaft pillar dimension is in line with practice in the area;

however, most mines in this area exclude the shops from the shaft

pillar and place them in a "plant subsidence pillar" area. This

practice should be seriously considered.

- The development of a comprehensive, early and continuing,

instrumentation plan for the shafts and for the mining area is

essential. The information from such a plan is absolutely necessary

for design verification and/or modification.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF ENCLOSURES

Surface Plot Plans

1. Drawing #23-C-002 Rev. D
Overall Site Plan

2. Drawing #24-C-O01 Rev. D
Surface Facilities Overall Plot Plan

Underaround Plans and Sections
3. Preliminary Drawing - Proposed Early

10/12/79.
Development Plan - DOE - date

4. Drawing #51-W-001 Rev. D (dated 9/18/79)
Underground Excavation - Single level Repository
Sections.

Plot Plan and

5. Drawing #51-W1-002 Rev. D (dated 9/18/79)
Underground Excavation Single Level Repository Shaft Pillar Area Plan

6. Drawing 51-W-013 Rev. A (9/18/79)
Shaft Pillar Calculations Single Level Repository

Underground - Shaft Station and Shops - (For Back Heights)

7. Drawing #31-R-005 Rev. C - Waste Shaft
Station Development - Upper Horizon Plan and Sections

8. Drawing #31-R-006 Rev. D - Waste Shaft Station
Development - Lower Horizon Plan and Sections

9. Drawing #33-R-005 Rev. C Ventilation Supply and Service Shaft
Station Development Upper Horizon

10. Drawing #33-R-006 Rev. C Ventilation Supply and Service Shaft
Lower Horizon

11. Drawing #36-R-005 Rev. C Construction Exhaust and Salt Handling Shaft
Station Development - Upper Horizon Plan and Sections

12. Drawing #36-R-006 Rev. C Construction Exhaust and Salt Handling Shaft
Station Development - Lower Horizon Plan and Sections

13. Drawing #37-R-004 Rev. C Storage Exhaust Shaft
Development of Upper and Lower Horizons Plans and Sections

14. Drawing #54-U-O01 Rev. D Underground Support Facilities
Upper Horizon Shops and Warehouse Plan and Section
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General Mining, Storing and Backfilling Concept - (Single Horizon)

15. Drawing 174-W-018-1 (9/18/79)
General Mining, Storing and Backfilling Concept

16. Drawing #74-W-018-2 (9/18/79)
General Mining, Storing and Backfilling Concept

17. Drawing #74-W-018-3 (9/18/79)
General Mining, Storing and Backfilling Concept

Underground Design Basis

18. Design Basis D-51-W-01 Rev. 2
Underground Excavation

19. Design Basis D-54-T-01 Rev. 3
Underground Shops and Warehouse

Geological Section

20. Document 22-V-510-02 Rev. 0
Geologic Data and Hole History for Borehole B-25

21. Document 22-V-510-01 Rev. 0
Geologic Data and Hole History for Borehole WIPP-12

22. ERDA-9 Crib Sheet (USGS)
Abridged History of Borehole ERDA-9

23. Letter - Tvienhofel, W.S. Llthologic Description." 3/6/79

24. BSCN-125 - ERDA-9/WIPP 12 Correlation meeting - 4/24/79

25. BSCN-132 - ERDA-9 Core Examination Single Horizon WBS 22V Meeting 7/20/79.

26. CN-114 - Examination of Geological Cores WBS 76 - 12/12/78

27. CN-146 - WBS No. 22 Meeting with Charlie Jones USGS to discuss ERDA-9
Drill log - 1/24/79

28. Geological Characterization Report (WIPP) Sand 78-1596 Chapter 4

ROCK PROPERTIES

29. Docunent 22-V-510-04 Rev. 1
Geology Laboratory Results of Rock Testing

30. Interim Summary of Sandia Creep Experiments on Rock Salt
from WIPP Study Area, Southeastern New Mexico. Sand 79-0115
by Wawersik, W. R. and Hannum, D. W.
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Rock Properties and Size Effects - Lab Testina vs. In-Situ Properties

31. Geological Characterization Report (WIPP), Sand 78-1596 - Chapters 4 and 9.

32. BWCN-44 - Pre-Design Review Meeting
Geotechnical Subjects WBS No. 22V
Meeting Date 9/17/79.

SANDIA CREEP DATA

33. BDCN 195 - Shaft and Underground Excavation Computer Code Analysis -

Creep Closure of Opening. WBS 51 and 61. Meeting Date 9/21/79.

34. BDCN 217 - Salt Creep Law - WBS 51 & 61. Meeting Date 11/13/78

35. Constitutive Models Applied in the Analysis of Creep of Rock Salt.
Sand 79-0137 - Dawson, Paul R.

36. Letter Report - Krieg, R. D. and Stone, C. M., "Structural Calculations
of Room Creep for the Experimental Areas in the WIPP Project." (4/24/79)

37. Letter Report - Stone, C. M. and Krieg, R. D. - "Results of
Thermal-Structural Analyses of Bechtel's Scheme 4 for the WIPP Project."
(5/8/79)

38. Letter Report - Wayland, J. R., "Room Closure Calculations for Title I."
3/29/79.

(See Rock Properties and Size Effect Sections for the Following)

39. BWCN-44 - Pre-Design Review Meeting
Geotechnical Subjects WBS No. 22V
Meeting Date 9/17/79.

40. Geological Characterization Report (WIPP)
Sand 78-1596 - Chapter 9.

41. Interim Summary of Sandia Creep Experiments on Rock Salt
from WIPP Study Area, Southeastern New Mexico, Sand 79-0115
by Wawersik, W. R. and Hannum, D. W.

Empirical Data Supporting Design

42. BSCN-115 - Trip Report to Rocanville Mine - WBS 76. Date 2/14/79.

43. BSCN-116 - Trip Report to Cory Mine - WBS 76. Date 2/14/79.

44. CN-150 WBS No. 76 Trip report - Rocanville Mine Date 11/30/78.

Bechtel Underground Analysis

45. BDL-620 - Reference Report Stability Analysis of the Underground Openings
- WBS N.51 of 9/7/79 with TSC.Comments.
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Trip Reports Not Given to Bechtel During Design

46. Trip Report 9/12 - 9/13 to Duval, Kerr McGee and National - (Bechtel
present during trip).

47. Trip Report - Kerr McGee Potash Mine March 14, 1979, WIPP:AKK:79:1646

48. Reference Size Effects - Baar, CA, Applied Salt - Rock Mechanics
(Not included)



APPENDIX B

Comparison of Sandia and Bechtel Creep Laws

Two secondary creep laws have been proposed by Sandia based

on data for SENM salt. These are:

1. Dawson and Tillerson (A 35 - see also ref. A 33)

= 1.232 x 10 exp(-5200/T)s1

where

-- Bi

EIl

SII

(3 E 1 E3) ;

2 Jij ij)

the effective deformation rate in sec

the effective deviatoric stress in Pa.

T = temperature in K.

Now

SII = 1 F(Cl- r )'
ATw L'

+ (- 03)2 + (- ci)] h

3 1 

where T is the octahedral shear stress.

Also, if the volumetric strain rate Lkkis zero,

EII V [(El- E2 ) + (RE- E3 ) + (E3- El )] 

= 3Z *G
2 -YO

where is the octahedral strain rate
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Hence, we may write B1 as

yo = 1.848 x 10-2 exp(-5200/6) r3 -- B2

For a triaxial test with =. and c2 = C3 equation B2 becomes

E1 - 3 = 1.232 x 10 exp(-5200/T) (ok- 0) -- 83

2. Krieg and Stone

3.65 x 10 e/ -- B4

where si is in Pa and II in sec

For the triaxial test and the same assumptions as before,

this becomes

Cz- C3 = 3.65 x 10 exp(-5400/T) (- y)% -- B5

3. Bechtel

Bechtel uses a viscoplastic law (A 45):

Ko rT .)s7 To K 2 . 2

vo = 293 Ko

where K is the octahedral shear strength, given by

Ka = KA + (K8 - KA) [I - eXP(-0.001560m)]

KB = 800 psi

KA K8/3

Cm "confining pressure"

and V = viscoplastic viscosity - 1.5 x 10' psi. day
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For the triaxial test this gives:

.,.-, ___2 9 7 Tro- K -

E £ 6.499 x lo-, 293J L ° sec

Table .1 and Fig. .1 give strain rates calculated from

these three models.

Table B.1

- as - £3 (sec 1 )

(psi) Dawson & Tillerson Krieg & Stone Bechtel

1000 9.5 x 10 7.5 x 1 --

2000 7.6 x 1010 22 x 10 l" 2.1 x 101c

3000 2.6 x 10 16 x 10' 3.8 x 10 

5000 1.2 x 10 19 x 10f 4.2 x 10'

The following should be noted

- Dawson and Tillerson's model is earlier than Krieg and Stone's.

- Krieg and Stone base their model on several data points for

SENW1 salt. However, the existence of true secondary creep in

many of these tests is uncertain due to the short duration of the

tests. This could lead to an overestimate of strain rates.

- Bechtel ignores viscoelastic creep due to the faster rate of

viscoplastic creep. This is reasonable at high stress differences

however, the 1000 psi value for a - 3 does not exceed the

octahedral shear strength.
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s2'E: Vertical vs. Horizontal Emplacement of Defense High Level Waste in

Layered Salt

D. Rasmussen

SUMMARY

The IPP will receive two categories of Remote Handled Waste. RH TRU
waste and Defense High Level (Experimental) Waste. The present plan is
to place RH TRU Waste into horizontal drill holes and the experimental
waste into vertical drill holes in storage room floor. It would be
cheaper to place both wastes horizontally and save the cost of special
equipment for vertical emplacement and recovery. However, there are some
strong reasons to place the experimental waste in the vertical holes in
the floor, as shown in this report. The main reason is the long range
stability of the underground opening when subjected to high level
radiation and especially the heat from experimental waste.

The heat and radiation weaken the surrounding salt. The heat affects the
whole adjacent opening, the radiation affects only the immediate
surroundings of the canister. If the canisters with experimental waste
are placed horizontally in the walls it accelerates the creep rates in
the pillars. An axial load on the roofbed causes a buckling type of
accelerated sag of the roof.

This accelerated sag is, therefore, seen as a result of the disturbed
stress field caused by the superimposition of thermal stresses onto the
preexisting overburden and mining stresses. The sag could cause collapse
of the opening, unless reinforced by roof bolting.

Another stability problem is that the salt in the pillars around the
horizontal canisters is losing some of its compressive strength. These
portions of the pillars next to the opening do not carry their share of
the overburden load. It effectively increases the span of the opening,
making it less stable.

D:s:ard De:
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By placing the experimental waste in the vertical holes in the room floor
the source of heat and radiation is kept at the maximum distance from the
layered roof "beam" and the pillars. The stability of the opening is
better secured.

The heat output of the experimental waste is expected to be 250W - 810W
per canister. The need for the vertical placement becomes less important
if the heat output of the waste canisters to be stored is lower than
250 W.

There are some other factors influencing the decision on canister
location: The hot canister, if placed in the pillar, ill move from
horizontal position and it will be more difficult to retrieve it.
Drilling and heavy lifting equipment works better in vertical direction.
Vertical hole can be more reliably backfilled.

The conceptual designs for commercial spent fuel repository in salt use
vertical emplacement holes ("AGMES Report"). The experimental or
permanent storage of DHLW in salt should use them also.

DISCUSSION

Stability of Underground Openings in Layered Salt

The underground openings of the IPP depository were designed using
experience from a number of potash mines in the Carlsbad Area in
comparable lithology and stratigraphy. Room and entry width as well as
pillar spacing for WIPP were developed based on the experience with those
mines. In addition, the selected room and pillar sizes were checked by
different state-of-the-art rock mechanics methods for design of openings
in a layered rock.

The expected stresses around an underground opening at WIPP are
relatively high (see Enclosure 1: "Stress Distribution Around a
Horizontal Opening" by Bechtel). In situ stresses in the undisturbed
ground are on the order of 2000 psi. Stress around an opening just after
its excavation are in the range of 3,000 to 4,000 psi. These stresses
are higher than the unconfirmed compressive strength of salt and,
therefore, local spalling with associated stress redistribution have to
be expected and provided for.

In conjunction with retrieval high stresses, high plastic creep
deformation and resulting large convergence of underground openings
typically occur in rock salt.

Discontinuties between the rock strata caused by the clay seams in
proximity to roof or floor adversely affect the immediate roof or floor
of the opening. To diminish the effect of the discontinuity induced into
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the layered deposits by clay seams, the room elevation has to be
carefully chosen to ensure, that the roof beam and floor beam of the
opening were adequate. The quality of the roof beam is the most
important, especially for an opening with a larger span. Because of the
non-uniformity of the rock mass, the occurrence of zones of weaknesses or
cracks should be taken into consideration. The cracked roof beam behaves
like an arch. This behavior is different from that of a solid beam.

Once a crack has developed, such a beam can fail in three ways. (See
Enclosure 1 - Arching Action of Roof Beams by Bechtel). If the
Horizontal Thrust T) is not great enough, the blocks of rock could
simply slide down and the roof would colapse. A second possible mode of
failure is by the rock crushing at points of high compressive strength,
permitting the rotation of blocks and consequent collapse. A third
possible mode of failure is by elastic buckling where the rock at the
abuttments and center could deform to such a degree that blocks can
rotate without exceeding the crushing strength of the rock at point of
rotation.

The Two Types of Remote Handled Waste at WIPP

There are two types of remote handled waste to be placed into
drill-holes. The size of the canisters and the size of the drill-holes
is similar. But the two wastes differ substantially in the amount of the
heat and radiation they emit. Also, the weight of the canisters differs.

Following table shows the difference in the two types of wastes and their
emplacement as designed:

DHL11 (Experimental) RH TRU Waste

Radiation Output:
300 R/Hour - 7,000 R/Hour 25 R/Hour - 1,000 R/Hour

Heat Output:
250W - 810W/canister 60W/canister

Temperature:
150OF - 3200F 850F - 950F
(650C - 1600C) (290C - 350C)

Weight of canister:
2,000 lbs - 20,000 lbs 7,000 - 8,000 lbs

Length of Canister:
10' to 11' 10'5"

Diameter of canister
24" to 31" O.D. 26" O.D.
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Drill Hole Casing
None 2" Thick Steel Sleeve

30"I.D. - 36" .D.

Drill Hole Length (Depth):
18'

Drill Hole Diameter:
27" - 36"

16'

36"

F

I 
33 _l IC

C'd}~~~~~~~~~~~~

Plan:

r, i,
- .

Pillar Cross-Section
I9 

pi .l 1. -I

Effect of Radiation and Heat on Strength and Creep Rates of Salt Rock

The results of Project Salt Vault" indicate that the radiation effects
of DHLW on physical properties of salt will be minimal. Uniaxial
compression tests were carried out at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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with irradiated salt specimens (see Enclosure 2, by ORUL). The tests
were conducted at room temperature and the effect of heat in this case
was excluded. Doses of more than 108r are needed to lower the
compressive strength of salt by 10%. That would not affect the
structural integrity of the opening, especially if the canister is placed
in the floor:

"... Integrated salt doses as high as 5x108 rads would not
accumulate at distances of more than 1 ft. from the waste
containers. Since the floor does not have to support the overburden
pressure and the dose reaching the pillars is insignificant,
radiation would not be expected to affect the structural stability of
the rooms."

The heat connected with the radiation has much more significant effect on
rock salt properties than the radiation itself. The salt has good
shielding effect on radiation (similar to concrete).

The significant influence of heat on stability of underground openings
was demonstrated on model pillar tests by ORNL (see Enclosure 3). The
graph shows the deformation with time of models at various temperatures
and stresses. It shows, for example, that the deformational behavior of
the salt pillar tested at 4,000 psi at 600C is approximately the same
as the behavior of the sample tested at 6,000 psi and 22.50c (room
temperature). This strongly suggests that the net effect of elevated
temperature is essentially the same as that of increased pillar stress.

The Influence of the Location of the Heat Source on Stability of the
Opening

At the Lyons Mine in Kansas, the full scale tests have shown the
difference in emplacing the heat source in the floor and in the pillar.
(see Enclosure 4 - Project Salt Vault, by ORNL). The picture explains
how the stresses from the canisters in vertical holes (in the floor
center) affect the laminated roof of the opening.

The next picture (Enclosure 5) shows the heated pillar experiment, where
heaters were placed in the floor along each side of the pillar:

"...The measured rock deformations around the heated pillar were
similar to those around the array rooms but considerably larger, ....

This is a good example that the heat generating DLW could endanger the
stability of the opening if placed in horizontal holes in the pillars.

The Sandia National Laboratories are preparing a 12W/nm2 mockup
experiment to test the effect of heat from DHLW on salt. One of the
objectives is to determine how the structural stability of a proposed
repository configuration will affect its operation. The experiment
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schematic shows the heater in place of future DHLW canister (see
Enclosure 6).

The expected results are shown in Enclosure 7. It is a temperature
profile as expected at 3 years after the heat start up. A temperature
increase of 200C at the center of the pillar is calculated at 5 years,
and at 10 years the temperatures in the bulk of the pillar will have
increased by 400C.

The next figure by SNL (Enclosure 8) shows expected results for overtest
for simulated DHLW at 3 years.

Some Other Factors Influencing the DHLW Emplacement

In Favor of Vertical Emplacement

- Vertical drilling, heavy lifting, overcoring is easier than the same
tasks in horizontal direction.

- If the hot 10 ton canister is inserted into a horizontal hole it
will, with years, change position with the flow of salt in the
pillar. It will sink unevenly down and the locating, overcoring and
retrieval will be more difficult.

- The backfilling of the vertical hole with salt is more reliable than
that of a horizontal hole.

- The roof bolts under heat expand differently than the salt. That
could weaken the roof support in some cases, where the canisters are
at a close distance to roof bolts (such as when placed horizontally
in the pillar).

- Horizontal holes collapse easier than vertical holes because of
gravity, or vicinity to clay seams along the hole.

- The height of the 18'x18' rooms can be increased, without causing any
serious stability problems. That could happen if more room is needed
for equipment, which is still being designed. The emplacing and
retrieving equipment might require as much as 22' overhead room.

- O41I is preparing a conceptual design for repository in salt. They
place the commercial high-level waste into the vertical drill-holes.
The rooms are 18'x21' high (see Enclosure 9 - storage in tuff and
salt is the same geometry). In basalt (Enclosure 10), they use
horizontal holes and minimum height of the storage rooms (20' wide x
10' high). It is because of high horizontal stresses in deep basalt
at BWIP.
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In Favor of Horizontal Emplacement

- The advantage of horizontal placement is thewider and lower storage
room, which could be better used for contact-handled waste storage
later. This is the reason to place RH TRU waste horizontally. Those
canisters do not generate high heat and are lighter weight to handle.

- Vertical holes in the floor are obstructing vehicular traffic through
the drift.

SOURCES

1. Peter Frobenius, Boler Chytrowski, Dale Roberts, and Ching L. Wu,
Bechtel, "Exploratory Shafts and Underground Test Facility for the
WIPP" 1983 RETC Proceedings.

2. R. L. Bradshaw and W. C. McClain "Project Salt Vault" 1971 Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.

3. Sandia Reports:

WIPP R&D Program: In Situ Testing Plan, March 1982;
Stresses Near Waste Canisters Buried in Salt, March 1983; and
Test Plan: 12-W/m2 Mockup for DHLW, Draft, Feb. 1983.

4. Stearns-Rogers Services, Inc. "AGMES Report" (Alternative Geologic
Media Engineering Studies), 1983, OWI.

J. Peshel
Engineering
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ENCLOSURE 2
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ENCLOSURE 7
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October 16, 1979

Prof. John F. Abel, Jr.
310 Lookout View Court
Golden, Colorado 80401

Dear John:

Attached for your review is the package that we have discussed over the
past few weeks. This package represents the WIPP underground mine design
as it exists today, and the type of review that is desired is defined in
the scope of work that is included in the package.

The Department of Energy has requested that your review be maintained as
confidential. Any questions you have about the package, or any additional
information needed, should be directed through me.

Please forward, by October 24, 1979, a written estimate of your fee and
associated expenses for performing the review. As you are aware, other
consultants are also reviewing this same package and are trying to com-
plete the review within the period specified in the scope of work. Please
advise me, at the time you send your estimate, if you see any problems in
completing your review by November 15, 1979.

John, I am verypleased that the Department of Energy has specifically re-
quested your review. I think your recommendations will have a significant
impact on the WIPP design, and I personally look forward to working with
you on this matter.

Very truly yours,

Ken Beall
Mine Design Manager
WIPP Project

KB:bbb

Attachment

cc: R. F. Harig
R. McCoy
J. Jimenez

DRAVO CORPORIATION ORAVO BUILDING 125D FOURTEENTH St. DENVER. CO 80202 IELEPHONE' 303 93 c500



SUMMARY ASSESSMENT OF THE TITLE I UNDERGROUND DESIGN

This document is a summary of several assessments and studies of the

Title I underground design developed by Bechtel. Summarized herein are

results of the following:

Consultant's Reports

o John F. Abel, Jr., "Review of Proposed WIPP Underground Mine Design",

Nov. 15, 1979

o R. Kenneth Dunham, "A Review of the Proposed WIPP Underground Waste

Disposal Facility", Nov. 21, 1979

o T. William Thompson, "A Review of the Proposed WIPP Underground Mine

Design", Nov. 16, 1979.

D'Appolonia Study of the SCT Method

o A. K. Kuhn and R. D. Ellison, "The Stress Control Technique -- Its

History and Suitability for WIPP", Dec 7, 1979



Computer Stability Analyses

o D'Appolonia

o T. Harrington and A. K. Kuhn, TSC Single Room Concept - Room

Closure Analysis", Dec. 7, 1979

o Sandia

o R. K. Kreig, C. M. Stone and S. W. Key, "Calculations for CH-TRU

Storage Room Design", Oct. 23, 1979

Closure Criteria

o Sandia

L. W. Scully, "Closure Criteria for Storage Rooms", Nov. 20, 1979

The results of the various assessments are combined and addressed below

according to specific topics of the underground design.

Shaft Pillar Area

This topic was addressed by the three consultants. John F. Abel (JFA)

considers the shaft pillar radius to be conservative and, therefore,



acceptable. However, both R. Kenneth Dunham (RKD) and T. William

Thompson (TWT) stated that the shaft pillar angle of draw (250) is

smaller than that of nearby mines (270-290) but in an acceptable

range. TWT's concern is that for the subsidence pillar an angle of

450, used locally, should be used for WIPP, as well. This means that

only minimum excavation (entries from shaft) should be allowed in the

250 cone from the shafts, placing shops and main entries in the cone

area between 250 and 450 from the shafts. All other excavations

should be kept beyond the 450 cone defining the subsistence shaft, or

no closer than about 2150 ft. from the shafts.

R. K. Dunham agrees with TWT in principle, although his comments are less

specific. He urges design of the shaft pillar in accordance with local

experience.

Stress Control Technique (SCT) Desiqn Methods

The three consultants and D'Appolonia have addressed the use of Serata's

SCT method, and Sandia has performed a stability analysis of the proposed

SCT storage room design. The consultants and DAppolonia all find that

significant reasons exist for not using an SCT design for WIPP.

Specifically, the reasons are:

o The SCT approach is highly controversial, not widely accepted, and

- likely to draw negative reaction from the technical community



(D'App., TWT, RKD). This is a point of concern for the design

credibility.

o The SCT is highly sensitive to and dependent on the details of the

geology of the repository zone (RKD, TT, D'Appolonia). Despite its

relatively successful application in Saskatchewan, the SCT was

unsuccessful in its only attempt in the Carlsbad district, where the

geology is quite different from that in Canada.

o The SCT was developed to increase extraction of ore and increase

stability in locations where both were inadequate (for mining

objectives) using the more conventional room-and-pillar designs.

However, in WIPP maximum extraction is not a goal, and conventional

mine designs have proven to be stable in the Carlsbad area (RKD, TWT,

JFA, DApp.)

o The relative deformations (creep closure) described by Serata for SCT

designs are not confirmed by the Bechtel stability analysis (TWT).

In fact, both the Sandia and the Bechtel analyses predict greater

vertical closure of interior rooms than exterior rooms, opposite to

SCT predictions.

Yield Pillar versus Conventional Design

o- Whether or not the SCT approach is used, there is general concern



about using yield pillars (from any design approach) instead of the

more conventional, full-load-bearing pillars. From his analysis, JFA

believes the main entry and shop area yield pillars should be stable,

but he believes the abutment pillars in the storage area are too

narrow to permit them to carry all the load shed from the proposed

yield pillars. Consequently, he predicts significant abutment and

yield pillar shortening. If those abutment pillars were widened to

400 ft x 400 ft, JFA believes the yield pillar concept would be

acceptable for WIPP but not necessary. RKD also refers to the

sensitivity of the relative dimensions of panel width versus abutment

pillar width.

o A conventional design is preferred to a yield pillar design by JFA,

RKD, TWI and D'Appolonia. In addition to the aforementioned issues

of the SCT per se, the recommendations for a conventional design are

made for the following reasons:

1) The 15 ft. of good salt beam above the roof obviates the need

for yield pillars, allows successful use of full-load bearing

pillars (JFA, TWT, RKD, D'App.).

2) Mine design should aim for simplicity and flexibility (JFA). A

yield pillar design is inherently complicated, being sensitive

to relative dimensions of rooms and pillars, mining sequence and

rates, geologic details, and load capacity of deep roof strata



(TT, RKD). In contrast, a conventional design allows

variations in these factors and permits election of other

geometries at a later date (D'App.).

o Yield pillar design goes against local experience of successful use

of wide pillars (JFA, RKD, TWT, D'App.)

Desiqn Analysis and Documentation

The Title I design is not supported by acceptable analyses (TWT, RKD).

Considering the proprietary nature of the REM program behind the SCT,

documentation sufficient to support the SCT is questionable (RKD, TWT,

D'App.). Bechtel's analyses to date have not been based on a realistic

representation of local geology, nor has their ARC code proved

appropriate for WIPP (TWT, RKD).

The Sandia analysis predicts greater closure rates for the yield pillar

design than for the single room (conventional) design. The Sandia and

D'Appolonia analyses, with corrections to account for the differences in

the geologic models used, predict approximately the same closure rates

for single rooms.



Other Concerns with the Title I Design

The following specific opinions were expressed in the several assessments:

o Roof spans should be minimized everywhere, but especially at

intersections (RKD).

o A uniform grid mine pattern should be adopted for WIPP (RKD; JFA

in telecon on 12/6/79).

o Better use of Sandia lab data should be used in the design analyses

(TWT, RKD).

o Acute corners should not be used in the design (T, RKD).

o If yield pillars are used, abutment pillars must be widened (JFA).

o The width/height rato of pillars should be given

consideration, generally increased above present

(TWT; JFA in telecon on 12/6/79).

better

design in the shops

TSC - Room Closure Analysis, Sinqle Room Concept

The TSC room closure analysis was made using the Finite Element

technique. A single room, 12 feet high by 32 feet wide with pillars 112



feet wide between rooms was used in the analysis. The model had clay

seams at 16, 26, 38 and 51 feet above the roof of the room and a three

feet thick anhydrite seam four feet below the floor of the room. Clay

seams were located below the room at the base of the anhydrite and at 15

and 34 feet below the room floor.

The analysis started with an elastic response to mining of the room.

This elastic response resulted in a maximum horizontal closure of 0.82

inches. The analysis then proceeded to show approximately a one to two

years of rapid stress-relief creep. This period was characterized by

rapidly decreasing creep rates. At the end of this period total room

closure was approximately 4.0 inches in both the vertical and horizontal

sections. The remaining analysis out to ten years time showed nearly

constant loading conditions. The horizontal creep closure occurred at

0.76 inches per year while vertical creep closure occurred at 0.65 inches

per year. The final total room closures at ten years were 10.41 inches

in the horizontal direction and T.82 inches in the vertical direction.

The analysis showed that vertical room closures were heavily influenced

by the anhydrite seam four feet below the floor of the room. This

anhydrite acted as a rigid barrier preventing creep closure from the

floor of the room. This stabilizing effect was more than offset by the

increased creep closure from the roof of the room due to the location of

clay seams. The roof was responsible for 84% of the total vertical

closure.



Sandia Room Closure Analysis

The Sandia modeling effort included three models, two of which are

summarized herein.

The first problem was a finite element model of a single room 13 feet

high by 33 feet wide with pillars 94 feet wide between rooms. This model

had clay seams 64 and 118 feet above the room. The floor of the room had

an anhydrite three foot thick two feet below the floor of the room with a

clay seam underlying the anhydrite seam and a combination

polyhalite-anhydrite-halite layer 22 feet thick below the anhydrite.

The analysis started with a one to two year period of stress-relief creep

during which the creep rate reduced rapidly. The closure at the end of

this period was approximately 2.0 inches. The remainder of the closure

occurred at a nearly constant rate of approximately 0.38 inches per year

in the vertical and 0.55 inches per year in the horizontal direction.

The final closures at ten years were 5.6 inches vertically and 6.8 inches

horizontally.

The second problem was a finite element model of a four-room yield pillar

layout with the same room size and yield pillars of 25 feet - abutment

pillars of 300 feet. The geologic features were the same as those in the

first model.



The closure analysis did not show as definitive a change from stress

relief creep to constant creep as the previous analysis did. At ten

years time the vertical closures were 17.3 inches in the inner drift and

15.0 inches in the outer drift. The horizontal closures were 31.5 inches

in the inner .drifts and 23.6 inches in the outer drifts.

Closure Criterion

The closure criteria for the WIPP storage rooms has been proposed by

Sandia Laboratories as follows:

Criterion 1 -- The storage rooms must be designed to produce a safe,

stable environment in which to work and store waste.

Criterion 2 -- The storage rooms and associated pillars and main haulage

ways must be designed to efficiently utilize the available storage area.

Criterion 3 -- The storage room and pillar configuration must be designed

to limit any potential damage to the waste packages to the outer row of

packages during the ten-year period starting with the first waste

receival.

Criterion 4 -- The storage room should be designed to produce a

calculated creep closure reduction of room cross section of 40X in 150

years.



Criterion 5 -- The main and secondary haulage ways must be sealed with

plugs to limit the interconnected storage rooms to nominally 500,000

ft3 of waste.

The stability and creep rates predicted by D'Appolonia and Sandia models

indicate that criteria 1, 2, and 3 can be satisfied by the single room

design approach, but closures of the four-room panel (yield pillar

design) could exceed the limits of criteria #3. Satisfaction of

criterion #4 is by the Sandia model for the four-room design,

but the D'Appolonia and Sandia single room models indicate some doubt

about that design satisfying criterion #4.



SUMMARY ASSESSMENT OF THE TITLE I UNDERGROUND DESIGN

This document is a summary of several assessments and studies of the
Title I underground design developed by Bechtel.' Summarized herein are
results of the following:

Consultant's Reports

o John F. Abel, Jr., "Review of Proposed WIPP Underground Mine Design",
Nov. 15, 1979

o R. Kenneth Dunham, "A Review of the Proposed WIPP Underground Waste
Disposal Facility", Nov. 21, 1979

o T. William Thompson, "A Review of the Proposed WIPP Underground Mine
Design", Nov. 16, 1979.

D'Appolonia Study of the SCT Method

o A. K. Kuhn and R. D. Ellison, "The Stress Control Technique -- Its
History and Suitability for WIPP", Dec 7, 1979

Computer Stability Analyses

o D'Appolonia

o T. Harrington and A. K. Kuhn, "TSC Single Room Concept - Room
Closure Analysis", Dec. 7, 1979

o Sandia

o R. K. Kreig, C. M. Stone and S. W. Key, "Calculations for CH-TRU
Storage Room Design", Oct. 23, 1979

Closure Criteria

o Sandia

L. W. Scully, "Closure Criteria for Storage Rooms", Nov. 20, 1979

The results of the various assessments are combined and addressed below
according to specific topics of the underground design.

Shaft Pillar Area

This topic was addressed by the three consultants. John F. Abel (JFA)
considers the shaft pillar radius to be conservative and, therefore,
acceptable. However, both R. Kenneth Dunham (RKD) and T. William
Thompson (TWT) stated that the shaft pillar angle of draw (250) is
smaller than that of nearby mines (270-290) but in an acceptable
range. TWT's concern is that for the subsidence pillar an angle of
450, used locally, should be used for WIPP, as well. This means that
only minimum excavation (entries from shaft) should be allowed in the
250 cone from the shafts, placing shops and main entries in the cone



area between 250 and 450 from the shafts. All other excavations
should be kept beyond the 450 cone defining the subsistence shaft, or
no closer than about 2150 ft. from the shafts.

R. K. Dunham agrees with TWT in principle, although his comments are less
specific. He urges design of the shaft pillar in accordance with local
experience.

The TSC believes that an acceptable approach to shaft pillar sizing must
match the tolerable total and differential settlement of surface
structures with conservative empirical methods of shaft pillar design and
subsidence predictions.

Stress Control Technique (SCT) Design Methods

The three consultants and D'Appolonia have addressed the use of Serata's
SCT method, and Sandia has performed a stability analysis of the proposed
SCT storage room design. The consultants and D'Appolonia all find that
significant reasons exist for not using an SCT design for WIPP.
Specifically, the reasons are:

o The SCT approach is highly controversial, not widely accepted, and
likely to draw negative reaction from the technical community
(D'App., TWT, RKD). This is a point of concern for the design
credibility.

o The SCT is highly sensitive to and dependent on the details of the
geology of the repository zone (RKD, TWT, DAppolonia). Despite its
relatively successful application in Saskatchewan, the SCT was
unsuccessful in its only attempt in the Carlsbad district (where a
clay seam prevented the successful mining of one ore seam by
conventional approaches as well). The geology of the Carlsbad
district is quite different from that in Canada, so there is no
empirical basis for assessing the suitability of the SCT to the WIPP
site.

o The SCT was developed to increase extraction of ore and increase
stability in locations where both were inadequate (for mining
objectives) using the more conventional room-and-pillar designs.
However, in WIPP maximum extraction is not a goal, and conventional
mine designs have proven to be stable in the Carlsbad area (RKD, TWT,
JFA, DApp.)

o The relative deformations (creep closure) described by Serata for SCT
designs are not confirmed by the Bechtel stability analysis (TWT).
In fact, both the Sandia and the Bechtel analyses predict greater
vertical closure of interior rooms than exterior rooms, opposite to
SCT predictions.

Yield Pillar versus Conventional Design

o Whether or not the SCT approach is used, there is general concern
about using yield pillars (from any design approach) instead of the
more conventional, full-load-bearing pillars. From his analysis, JFA
believes the main entry and shop area yield pillars should be stable,



but he believes the abutment pillars in the storage area are too
narrow to permit them to carry all the load shed from the proposed
yield pillars. Consequently, he predicts significant abutment and
yield pillar shortening. If those abutment pillars were widened to
400 ft x 400 ft, JFA believes the yield pillar concept would be
acceptable for WIPP but not necessary. RKD also refers to the
sensitivity of the relative dimensions of panel width versus abutment
pillar width.

o A conventional design is preferred to a yield pillar design by JFA,
RKD, TWI and D'Appolonia. In addition to the aforementioned issues
of the SCT Per se, the recommendations for a conventional design are
made for the following reasons:

1) The 15 ft. of good salt beam above the roof obviates the need
for yield pillars, allows successful use of full-load bearing
pillars (JFA, TWT, RKD, D'App.).

2) Mine design should aim for simplicity and flexibility (JFA). A
yield pillar design is inherently complicated, being sensitive
to relative dimensions of rooms and pillars, mining sequence and
rates, geologic details, and load capacity of deep roof strata
(TWT, RKD). In contrast, a conventional design allows
variations in these factors and permits election of other
geometries at a later date (D'App.).

o Yield pillar design goes against local experience of successful use
of wide pillars (JFA, RKD, TWT, D'App.)

Design Analysis and Documentation-

The Title I design is not supported by acceptable analyses (TWT, RKD).
Considering the proprietary nature of the REM program behind the SCT,
documentation sufficient to support the SCT is questionable (RKD, TWT,
D'App.). Bechtel's analyses to date have not been based on a realistic
representation of local geology, nor has their MARC code proved
appropriate for WIPP (TWT, RKD).

The .Sandia analysis predicts greater closure rates for the yield pillar
design than for the single room (conventional) design. The Sandia and
D'Appolonia analyses, with corrections to account for the differences in
the geologic models used, predict approximately the same closure rates
for single rooms.

Other Concerns with the Title I Design

The following specific opinions were expressed in the several assessments:

o Roof spans should be minimized everywhere, but especially at
intersections (RKD).

o A uniform grid mine pattern should be adopted for WIPP (RKD; JFA
in telecon on 12/6/79).



o Better use of Sandia lab data should be used in the design analyses
(TWT, RKD).

o Acute corners should not be used in the design (TWT, RKD).

o If yield pillars are used, abutment pillars must be widened (JFA).

o The width/height ratio of pillars should be given better
consideration, generally increased above present design in the shops
(TWT; JFA in telecon on 12/6/79).

TSC - Room Closure Analysis, Sinqle Room Concept

The TSC room closure analysis was made using the Finite Element
technique. A single room, 12 feet high by 32 feet wide with pillars 112
feet wide between rooms was used in the analysis. The model had clay
seams at 16, 26, 38 and 51 feet above the roof of the room and a three
feet thick anhydrite seam four feet below the floor of the room. Clay
seams were located below the room at the base of the anhydrite and at 15
and 34 feet below the room floor.

The analysis started with an elastic response to mining of the room.
This elastic response resulted in a maximum horizontal closure of 0.82
inches. The analysis then proceeded to show approximately a one to two
years of rapid stress-relief creep. This period was characterized by
rapidly decreasing creep rates. At the end of this period total room
closure was approximately 4.0 inches in both the vertical and horizontal
sections. The remaining analysis out to ten years time showed nearly
constant loading conditions. The horizontal creep closure occurred at
0.76 inches per year while vertical creep closure occurred at 0.65 inches
per year. The final total room closures at ten years were 10.41 inches
in the horizontal direction and 9.82 inches in the vertical direction.

The analysis showed that vertical room closures were heavily influenced
by the anhydrite seam four feet below the floor of the room. This
anhydrite acted as a rigid barrier preventing creep closure from the
floor of the room. This stabilizing effect was more than offset by the
increased creep closure from the roof of the room due to the location of
clay seams. The roof was responsible for 84X of the total vertical
closure.

Sandia Room Closure Analysis

The Sandia modeling effort included three models, two of which are
summarized herein.

The first problem was a finite element model of a single room 13 feet
high by 33 feet wide with pillars 94 feet wide between rooms. This model
had clay seams 64 and 118 feet above the room. The floor of the room had
an anhydrite three feet thick two feet below the floor of the room with a
clay seam underlying the anhydrite seam and a combination
polyhalite-anhydrite-halite layer 22 feet thick below the anhydrite.

The analysis started with a one to two year period of stress-relief creep
during which the creep rate reduced rapidly. The closure at the end of



this period was approximately 2.0 inches. The remainder of the closure
occurred at a nearly constant rate of approximately 0.38 inches per year
in the vertical and 0.55 inches per year in the horizontal direction.
The final closures at ten years were 5.6 inches vertically and 6.8 inches
horizontally.

The second problem was a finite element model of a four-room yield pillar
layout with the same room size and yield pillars of 25 feet - abutment
pillars of 300 feet. The geologic features were the same as those in the
first model.

The closure analysis did not show as definitive a change from stress
relief creep to constant creep as the previous analysis did. At ten
years time the vertical closures were 17.3 inches in the inner drift and
15.0 inches in the outer drift. The horizontal closures were 31.5 inches
in the inner drifts and 23.6 inches in the outer drifts.

Closure Criterion

The closure criteria for the WIPP storage rooms has been proposed by
Sandia Laboratories as follows:

Criterion 1 -- The storage rooms must be designed to produce a safe,
stable environment in which to work and store waste.

Criterion 2 -- The storage rooms and associated pillars and main haulage
ways must be designed to efficiently utilize the available storage area.

Criterion 3 -- The storage room and pillar configuration must be designed
to limit any potential damage to the waste packages to the outer row of
packages during the ten-year peri6d starting with the first waste
receival.

Criterion 4 -- The storage room should be designed to produce a
calculated creep closure reduction of room cross section of 40% in 150
years.

Criterion 5 -- The main and secondary haulage ways must be sealed with
plugs to limit the interconnected storage rooms to nominally 500,000
ft3 of waste.

The stability and creep rates predicted by DAppolonia and Sandia models
indicate that criteria 1, 2, and 3 can be satisfied by the single room'
design approach, but closures of the four-room panel (yield pillar
design) could exceed the limits of criteria 3. Satisfaction of
criterion 4 is predicted by the Sandia model for the four-room design,
but the DAppolonia and Sandia single room models indicate some doubt
about single-room design satisfying criterion #4.
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To Ken Beall Location Albuguerque Date 3/21/79

From R. N. Datta Location Denver Page No.

Subject PROF. ABEL'S REPORT ON WIPP MINE DESIGN

cc: J. L. Soma
R. F. Harig

Enclosed please find the report by Prof. John F. Abel,
Colorado School of Mines following the meeting on March 13,
the Craddock Building to discuss mine design for the WIPP.

Jr. of the
1979 held at

In the bottom paragraph of page 2 in his report John refers to "pages
60 and 61 in the 4th section of the blue covered handout". Copies of these
pages are attached. In Table I various design features of actual salt and
other mines are listed. Seven of these mines are identified with Dravo.
This relates to field data in the Dravo study in 1974 on "Analysis of Large
Scale Non-coal Underground Mining Methods" for the U.S. Bureau of Mines.

I shall be able to submit my report by the end of the month. My report
will be in accordance to your memo of March 14, 1979 to John L. Soma.

R. N. Datta

dp

Encl.

MAR 2 6 1979

WIPP PROJECT
DRAVO-ALBUQUERQUE N.M.

D:ra voM



JOHN F. ABEL, JR. * Mining Engineer

310 Lookout V'iew Court, Golden, Colorado 80401 2794901

March 19, 1979

Dr. R.N. Datta
Dravo Corporation
1250 Fourteenth Street
Denver, Colorado 80202

Dear Robin:

The following letter report on the WIPP review meeting
March 13, 1979 is submitted pursuant to your request.

The use of an unconventional mine design for the WIPP
facility appears to me to be highly questionable when suc-
cessful conventional mines are operating in the Carlsbad
district. It is my belief that the instances of single entry
instability described by Dr. Shosei Serata are primarily the
result of the site specific geology. A mining operation does
not have the luxury of moving up or down in the geologic
section to achieve stability for extraction openings. This
luxury, actually, this necessity for WIPP to select an horizon
with maximum opening stability should permit stability for
single or multiple openings.

The a priori assumption by Dr. Serata hat narrow single
openings are less stable than multiple openings did not prevent
him from employing single entries at two critical locations,
(1) in the shaft pillars and (2) for storage area access on the
CH level. In fact, the single entries running from the access
entries to the storage rooms and between panels of storage
rooms traverse abutment loaded (more highly stressed) barrier
pillars. It seems important to the eventual defense of the mine
design before the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (RC) that a
more rational justification be prepared if this design is
adopted.

The short discussion of a creep law for salt appears to me
to be a side issue. Table I attached to the end of this report
presents the results of various investigators. Their results
have been compared to the Salt Vault results in at least two
instances and found to produce reasonable predictions of mined
opening creep at Lyons, ansas. As was brought out in the dis-
cussion the Lyons constants are unlikely to exactly match those



Dr. R.N. Datta
Drava Corporation
Page #2 ;March 19, 1979

eventually determined at the WIPP site. Instrumentation in the
WIPP shaft(s) and in the WIPP openings will permit site specific
constant determination. Increasing depth and thermal gradient
in the shaft will permit evaluation of pressure, temperature and
time constants.

The assumption that limited site specific experience from
Saskatchewan potash mining can be applied to WIPP salt extrac-
tion without modification was not vindicated by the discussions
at the meeting. The critical information for CH and RH level
selection at the WIPP site will only be available when the initial
openings are driven out into shaft pillar. These openings will
have to be instrumented to measure convergence and holes drilled
up into the roof to detect bed separations. Holes should also
be drilled into the floor to detect any bed separations, or
potential bed separations in the strata below. Ramping down
into the floor to obtain additional salt between the roof and a
parting that is opening up overhead obviously cannot be done
blindly. I do not have the degree of confidence in the strati-
graphic continuity described by the geologists at the meeting.
Two drillholes are only an indication. The experience of
Cleveland Potash Ltd. at Boulby demonstrated the hazard in
connecting bedding intercepts from hole to hole, even when you
have 18 holes.

The use of yield pillars in mining is a venerable method of
limiting subsidence while obtaining reasonable extraction. This
method is being employed in potash mining in Alsace. Pages 60
and 61 in the 4th section of the blue covered handout I sent
you show deformation observations and the full panel extraction
achieved there. The French have also mined panels with small
yielding pillars. An excellent paper on the yield pillar tech-
nique is Barrientos and Parker (1974) which describes the White
Pine Copper Company experience in Michigan. The critical part
of yield pillar design is dimensioning the panel pillars to
yield under tributary area loads but to support the column of
rock under the arch. The size of yield pillars can actually
decrease toward the outside of the panel for large arch widths
which occur at greater depths. The column of rock beneath the
arch increases toward the center of the anel. This decreases
outer room stability, however.



Dr. R.N. Datta
Dravo Corporation
Page 3 March 19, 1979

The main load carrying barrier pillars at the side of each
panel must be large enough to carry the loads transferred from
the panels on both sides. Obviously this latter point is more
important where extraction is the object, which is not the case
at WIPP.

I don't believe enough emphasis was given to the more
severe roof problems which occur over the outer rooms of a
yield pillar panel. The roof over the outer rooms is flexed
more than the internal rooms. In retreat mining this is not a
problem because no one needs enter these rooms after they are
mined. The roof can collapse later without affecting the mining
operation. However, in the case of WIPP, either the roof must
be prevented from collapsing or no waste can be stored in the
outer rooms of a panel. The height of collapse must be known
in the case of WIPP. We must be able to demonstrate that any
collapse will be limited and not open the possibility of commu-
nication with an aquifer. The 25 year reentry and retrieval
requirements require stability. This problem resulted in the
consideration of stub drifts beyond the outermost storage rooms
in the Fenix and Scisson, Inc. WIPP conceptual design. The
pillar design philosophy used by F&S was a uniform lowering of
the roof across the entire repository. The F&S roof lowering
was the result of applying Lomenick's creep equation to the
pillars.

The placement of the CH level immediately beneath a 2.5-ft
thick anhydrite bed is untenable. A strong but thin roof member
subjected to a high axial load would not "eliminate roof bolting"
as indicated by Bechtel but would tend to buckle into the 44-ft
wide rooms. The "major separation" indicated at the base of the
anhydrite will tend to release the top of pillars and allow them
to expand into the rooms. I believe Bechtel should come up with
a new stratigraphic location.

The core logs shown at the meeting appear to indicate that
any depth below 2580 ft may be satisfactory geologically. There-
fore, the shallower the better in order to reduce the creep rate
by reducing stress and ambient temperature. The level separa-
tion requirement, currently 400 ft, would appear to be the
governing factor.



Dr. R.N. Datta
Dravo Corporation
Page #4 March 19, 1979

The logic of wider rooms having more stable roofs than
narrower rooms escapes me. The fact that most salt mines employ
room widths of less than 100 ft must have a basis (Table II).
No miner enjoys the prospect of roof collapse and if faced with
the reality will attempt almost anything to avoid another roof
fall. I include widening the rooms and introducing yield
pillars in the alternatives to be tried. A zone of vertical
(radial) tension must occur above any flat-roofed opening in
rock. This zone extends to a greater height above a wider room.
In jointed hard rock this results in arched backs. Arched roofs
are mined to produce a more stable roof. In many cases if they
are not mined that way the arch forms naturally, i.e. i falls
out.

I appreciated the opportunity to participate in the meeting.
WIPP has to produce the safest salt mine ever.

Sincerely,

f d

Jo F.Abel, Jr.

JFA/mr

Att.



TABLE I. Creep constants for salt.

- = CTa fib tc = Cumulative strain at time - t (in./in.)

T = Absolute temperature (K-273 0 K = C = 320F)

C = Average pillar stress (psi)

t = Elapsed time (hr)

Lomenick
(1968)

Starfield
& cClain

(1973)

Hardy &
St. John
(1977)

Headley
(1967)

Obert
(1965)

Bradshaw,
Doegley &
Empson (1964)Constant

1. 3x10 3 7

9.5

1.3x10-3 7

9.5

0. 65x10-3 6

9.5a

b 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.7 (3.0 KA salt
(3.1 Ml salt
(3.3 IIM potash

3.1

c 0.3 0.3 0.40 0. 4



Table II. Indicated factors of safety f

Mine Product Depth Pillar
Identification waidth Iengt
and Type (ft) (Ft) (ft)

1977
1977
196-1

1972

Cote Blanche - Dome
Belle Isle - Dome
Winsford - Bedded

England

1974 Dravo (1)
Dravo (2)
Dravo (3)

1971 Headley,Canada - Bcdded

1970 Iutchinson - Bedded

1970 Goderich,Canada
Bedded

1974 Dravo (4)
Dravo (5)
Dravo (6)

, . Dravo (7)
1965 Barr, Germany -

A Bedded
19,1 Barr, Canada -

Bedded
1 97 3 .Esterhazy - Beded

- 4U-. '-.P as - Beadda

Salt
Salt
Salt

Sal t
Salt
Salt
Salt

Salt

Salt
Evapor.
Evapor.
Evapor.
Evapor.

1290
12 00
480

580
1 9 3 

10 60
17 60

1024

1.GC
100
1070

800
314 0

100
4 0
90

100
65
A d

110
60

210
150

50
5;!
50
40

200
60
42
25

126

100

90
100

6 5
130

60
210
150

so
50
40

200
60
42
25

4 000

Potash 2'690 23 820

Potash
Pota sh 
Potas.

3140
3150

000

>1

50 58

Notes: (1) Design strength based on = 135 lb/ft 3 ; 
(2) AL = Tributary area load --- halfway to a
(3) Pillar deterioration indicated.
(4) Long rib pillars of unspecified length.

. I 
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trol anid mine desig.n.

The Pressure Arch
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.lit and it ,-I-Vinvtl that t111-y vsoull sillllort v lhles
lf:,u1 yet. tlvj)itIv the i'titiliiollts the Itir *1ld Itit
colla p);e. It ':' puzzlingl 

'Tli'e fst ,,g,.ol cties anic' (tfoin (i ergetwe ne a -
tter.ln.llls. IM.t %veIIs it;lsl iil it) il 1 ,.,,,,,, th.
.iries of failinl: lilL;irs. ad theily I : (' vituc'ul it, slaily

(uIsing ;I lI'tee-Ityle Ilnvals *xtg'awsggsis:lsi . ('su,'i.,,*,
vas 1ow bit -I c iisaioll'; nal tI.. ;. ssvk I. 1

thin ,wi':lerliv. %ovile.l til vilith sit It- -n, ; :
reacicd 3t- llt) ft. coiv crg'nre rate ws u ulws d a. l. It
and ailuic wnulild fllow. unLicss t.' area "'as quicklv
backfilled. -

Similar evidence Wvas gathetred frm pillar-rol ii ing
operations. It wvas found that mjoir collapse ..su le tlilt

bc induccd even if lti rf snl pll ;ss wscIl.t.t d.
uniss thite ; rei artf' ted ua s t :tt1 ft i .

It bie.1.1,ti lss,1lle tot itt tsiviit ain'ls.' of his:.' ' i '
rioultd faililles. sme allt pIamulLuud 11u IIIlsest Ija'eis|cI
by pillar obiing. It ec nie Ce ar that. uwitilll Siss,
critical width. pillars could fail %vitha llt the i i-'lt:: a
major eoll lpse and that tlis itiaal tlti ea,'vIl
slightly with depth. This is the diiect vidhnce of
arching which was used to construct Fig. 2.

Significance of the Pressure Arch
The 'ore ody at White line is a hlainkt .i! . sedi.

mentairy deposit. It outcrups and dips genitly to thr
northeast. and it has bcen developed to depth f
about 2000 t. It has ben proven t a depth o 400
ft and may go deeper ye. N'ear surface it is nt dillicult
to attain 70-S07 extraction. but complications arise
at grcatcr depths. Pillar strcngth by itself i not a
major problem. becauFc beyond cei tain linic'nsinns
(based on height:%vidth rio) pilar. strencth is practi-

(:ully infinite, but when depth and extrartion 'intlsihc.
to give a pillar load around 45i)0 psi. the pillars then
tend to punch into the roof. nevcessitating mncilh roof
repair. Strangely enough, the roof around rjbe. fail-
ing pillars often looked better than it did in the ori-
ginal headings.

The evidence fom the pillar failures suggested that
it might be possible to get around the deep-mining proh-
lem. that it might be possible to mine at gicat lepth.
with high-etliiciency room-and-pillar cquipmenit and
with good roof conditions. provided that pillars erc
designed to yicld. Mining would have to be confined

!- ials 1t1' .1.it Is. '', l; .s1 i1 Is lt.;tsl ocs:al 1izi :11ilil11n i t
t's~lsi, s: tsltltis t 'Iss:';si vatl t'ssllis1% cisldij lie x-

Nis II: -'iit of f.ici:(.. :.il s'iiuu ovt'r viuig oler-
.0 i Iho %I,. sl~ )wn :. 1.11 la IN) i1 I t~ b t'Lvl , lntll f" 

,,ing,. with s"f cat , ri ,,, : ;,,,ut ;.ric ,,te *,f silasi-
air ts i,, . %11, ti , fo f.- V, .. oit mnmmll; t1: vItiS! Iit't a: safs t Ibs l-

(liiitC. Ui'i ' ~v iniii a~tss: hat ihsrln cocsult hc
r'orstlccl. t.t tlt' nee lit' il sxm:.sivC o. violent
suilv vic'. ;llrl i. ipn craicks and waiter i ress
pl vidlutl tli thu tinod on gi mil t (ncira::s .rc correct-

White Pinc Finrdings Comparer! with Other Evidence
An ellurt as mIade t elate tlil r inet vidlcnce of

;wtu1chingx at VWhitv I'l t . with experir':ies.: in Hi itish0 ndla
Gt-rmnia cwil int':s ;l Ii 'Fit nch u: to .in''s. .ith cl nliing
thiersrly ;tiit v.'ith 1 :inlzl-s'ani aiuall:is l)en:khaus'.
A,; shm... n) l'il. .'. t1i'i i:; F-Oillf ;i)itcillrit lt not
e'nita:1 frof fin tI. t ;,, ,r.: ;t Vhill lir. so a
i' s l ..issi Wt.os nt:1s1 11 t)11)11f : ln1). :: :t I: tst patncls
:11)| t il)l 11l))l'')t t,,,.

The Test Panels
I'ot.'ia elinaf 'ii:il p; ,,, li .tY ,i,l. l:ejinlnim, July

I: #';d to tt t t'ov of tihe presstile.archi and es-
pecially t 0lelii' 1is TisaxiViuiin '.'::ithi of the arch.

lsxi~iuiultll \til i Iit'st ip'N hat factor: if :i panl

wete ininedl too wish'- it :.aiilsfl 'cuilia;pse: if a panel were
Itio nairru'w Ie in rivini: virmll be couist uicted and in-
eilciceit. The laydiutt s sh'itv i Fig. . Thc west panel
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L
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Fig. 3-Thc pressure erch, theory end mcren'ce.
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Il~l~l Iii' i'i't'i i ; 1( f tt ''it;i'i fl' l.Iji '{ll 

f,, ,.'hh~ite .,i~ii* :iz. ip. -I ,, , I ;. . I ; i f. I h II I
,:.iIt1.B 'i b': u' Ihv1. 1101 !::llt( II}l~l 1 '

wt- 11 t. B@tlt f@s l ilJ illll :"I;:11t ;" - '1.:S

cxI-, .. :0 . nd :.,,-.11s, :..j i ll, II .,- * ,hl I .- ; -,1,,

wvi~lt tllvy b I lilaild.-
Nel:The ob!st-rveI.d wln! : :iksu.cI 'for:;a;iicus of

pihl I: 1(f III)US he ights .i l-l J1! tli : Il it r v.1;1ic 1i*I

;1w i\ i ed ]il e r l,1ic-' :'!iol2n : tl } tl -l-it]at \Vh~te Pill#-! ttoltld f'L ii iio~:z ix. the f liila

strength :. 10.00 psi -
l-ight Il In.

%heie width i ss than hciczht. th,- pi ilj.s ha's *en-
tially no strcnLth. wi wh : v width i abolut seven tinics
height. the sength is r.eentiilly infinile.

No rcmire Arci in the lirst anel-100 ert Wid e:
Stress in e::'O.nze(:s were mdltc ill 1 wv of pil'ars
-:cross the pels after the advance mining hd een
conplvtd The problems asFociated with siress me.n-
sure. ent ;nn bozehoe deformaltion gC'S vetr k nox-n
.and allowed fc;r. hut there Was n evidence.of arching.

There were the conclusions:

1) Pillar pc:S:rvs were higher than expeeted.
2) The *abutinent" pillars were subjected to no abilt-

ment loading.
3) No pre ruire rch w'as indluced.

.ws as'vsimned that the pancl must be to wide.
.-using the s::ll pillars t bear the fl weiglt of te

overhurden, so the 1;1 :cu of the second panel w:
modified. The wvidth tud initially be only 'G ft.
but it could be increased in 66-It increments to 2.
358. and *1 it., as shown in Fig. 5.

No Pressire Arch in the Second l'anel: Stress me:t-
surements we:e nadce in a row of pillars :ifter the
second pancl had widvanced far etiagh. Again the
evidence indicated no pressure arch. Although the
orienttion f prinripal stre:-ses boved redistriliution
of loacd to::;arl the abutinm-nts. th ld on the inter-
mediate illars was sone 3(: littl than tribill:ir-
area tory v.woild predi.t. Tlwiv et v:i;| :i'a si;: n i fie.ii t
overloa;d on the ablutenelts :as si'wn in Fg. .
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A rI vicv if he fts fa:i:'l in the test panels Dnd in
hlw est of the mn:nha s: t e ctesitm fault-the

pz l:irs Nkitlol te j:anols. ;1 tU '1.'nI'h ];I ft wide, were
ii' v'.-di::. 'li'. V if it -shtdddin lt-,ad into the
:.bt; 'nantl j.:hI..:.'.; i'': ;c nu ;e lf';r'iemd. Plns were
tn; n Iaode pt. 'tutt tIhe ;:'e of the pillars until they
dlid yield, and to neasin teir behavior.

Iiilucing Pillar Yiell: Tv.elve nf the pillars were drilled
so thtll they could be hlii;:rd nd destioyed in staes,
as shown in Fig. 7. Ail 12 pill;: uere instrumented,
as hliiwn in Fig. E to giv*c sIrcss: str ain information.
Ste:.s; increase wa. t )I' nw:'arured ith I Iorstman
gi.!;l phoitel..s'tir stressinI itirs cemented in holes in the
piil;z.l: strain i')S to he na:ma~:ied at convergence sta-
!iill. cl''su to the pillars.
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'. 1 ('III.'Ill; : ! ilh% -we't'1 111';1s111'.111411 l tllz' t41| 1 1-11va§ l l
cha;:lt ill 11:1 It a ci'Ilhtati d. 'lhis.wa,~s .% :11:11 :iI -ith

the C11; ii:v itl hsiat siitivn hv thi' st t'stn: 'w-'.. II twwa.
Io'ui l tl,:,: O!w, ;acl:i;al ItI:;Is iliti.1:5* 1v; 1 110ic' : l 1,:1t i

ti il)Lii;wy-aol n VolIld lilvt.* mlncilieg 11u1
f~tilt' ltl IJ 1;1w itt'd t\lwerv. Fil 11 l lows\' tll pe-
dirth-l ;,till til a:ile~ f'tlod Iiigt.

:%lo(liil% of l)ri't4 1tnlxtioll (if the i.ldillt l'il:r: Slme
inostltutnt'nl(ts dit] 1int Fill vivet 11w .!.;. 1 Ii.
str.si'lt:. zat'iisitel t .1bout :.J4) ;i1, hItit htl IyiIli-
cated tha te eielive 1`11,11CI LttUN of Oh pil ars was es:
then half of the value tniasUrecIT u sm:fli I intact iock
specinicn.s in the lbnratory. I 11 s:il] pillars the

modultis varied from 1.3 to 3 nifflinn p:ii. whereas
laboratory tests ave a e'alile of ;,i,,,t G million p.i.
'hese results iclicat!o tha t onc cautilion is tto.ecledl wlts
assirning values for aletil:tio ppscs. Fig. I) hov::;
sonc of the mcasured stress: strain lviationshilpl)s.

An ,Arra 22G t Sq Stoud tnsupiptrted: After irnv,of the

pillars hd ers completely dez;tr'eyd. there as still
no major collapse. only a few )ILai falls of 1ru11f. TIhe
roof wvas 11lasted in an attempt to get a rave Mla tl'td.
but oly 7 ft of rock canic clovw:n- ltI) to I ill I t-if Ill ll
anchor horizom Tes e w;is theLn ;,n onsurplpl- i span
of thinly lamtin:ated shale about 22G It sq, ig. 1. O)-
viously there was sollC relhlall ism it work I 1,1111 thal
the gravity-loaded bcani: stiething *lse h;td t be
supporting that 5U It of overburcilcn.

Arching as the 1i~iing l'ront AtIvantcel: In the second
panel tile pillars were robbed I!; tle inint front ad-
vanred, with only two or three cr'isscuts btween the
cavc and the ining frnt so iat equiptlvnt Could
easily be tr;inied ront one jo! t the otiher. The

uroof slually colh;.psed as :tI.s n ;I w a ou o' pillars uvas

destloyed, n tle ollzpse preditsble. ConV()I-

:1-I IC(. III)jb i Iit, I' il.:i'' ;It 1vvvt ) plillarl. :111(l C'lots.

h:@''1:'111'e' ad1 11n.';1'.* . .wM 1. t' l.et,: l ju I ro' 1.1 Ir

';t'I'a el-r::nIsIll I It 1I.I.h : lt l l'. t 1st t 1

. gttl - ,II.'1 :. :l 11 0 I .. f ll 'l ' :.1 .

tile ave advllf~fl, svilthe vel;- lv! Iht' I'Vt'l: biwiV
ill( r;,ve b~eingt;isele i tl ,.I l i pillal::,.
Fig. 13. Chnin pillals on 11w ilta sili' wICt' ollV 25
ft wvide; t01(-y d i 1 t n oTer ;is nltltl' : e:.i' 1:: tias tlle
38-ft-Vide Olill 01 tilon u '6 :t ide. al they lllwe:ri
tho abtiniciil 1 it to VX teId lilltuh furtier.

Ct:nve rgcice ptofilh's lnrig, tle iiit h I of Lilt: pnet
also showedC an ;11 sCeh flmling, ig. 1 1. Nate that tle
t11,1:1 c t'I etl 0 5 l}'ii.'a' ;il'vrrtgsIr ) hoil Ill"' ::111a;ll frlo t
abstment pm!Ia inica : j as hc the cvi:v e lmgt'r.
ultil the cave ua; atiut lli ftI lolng. At that tim.: tere
w ias utich rumbling iod crack iri above
tin cvc. as if th cvs, re worhing Ihigher: heln the

iIt *-z:buti:ctt load (Wtelrea,-d;el. Appre'nietly : citical
wi'Jth wvas xct:eflc. at ;ljtelit 100 IL.

Surfac Sulisitlenre a al I nlicatio: of Pr',esiirc Arches:
Tfle bst evidenr' of ;irci frnitjralil i vi::ual obsc:va-
Lion i the mine. Sirf;aira silmidlncc ine;'ailements arc
almnost as cotielutsivCe. s a Ism of lsitit's a instalilct
Over tile cave-to-le, I'el ed ailul cl: r;kedl Il'niia2l mining
began. th-n checked afl:r caeh lmajor cll~apse under'-
groundic. Wtwn the cavc vas 221; ft %vide. there was no
subsidence. The width o the cave was then increased
by mining ;aid desti Eing alditional rows of pillars.
With a vidth of 22 It. thele was still no subsidence;
with a wiidlh of 35t ft there was cm of sbsidencc.
and when the cave was 424 ft v.ide, there was a total
subsidene of 5 cm. Apparvntly the overlying rocl:s wcre
bendig. h ut tIhey (fill nt collapse. It should be noted
that t this stag.' the other pl;n dir.ension of the cave,
n(I3 .as nw i.' coniSiolliig factor, which is prob-
a;b'3 why tc irc'n c i u itcli frum .353 to 424 ft had
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so little eTect. The caves and the surface profiles are
:hoewn in Fig. 15.

('0onvlusions Fromn thc Test Panels:

1) A pressure arch can be formcd.
2) The maximum width of the arch at a depth of

550 ft was at lcast 303 ft.
3) Pillars within the panel utist b small enough

to yield. or no arch will form.
4) Load was tranferred to abutment pillars.
5) Distribution of load could be arranged through

clesign of pillar stiflness.
G) High extraction (in this casc 9 ) can be at-

laincd within the narrowv panel.
7) Eflcctivc modulus of dcformation of small pillars

was less tan half f the laboratory-mcasured value.

Explaining the Pressure Archl
F~Xpelicice ith i-'' .iesign nl NWhitc Pine could be

exti IpCOlMuteCl to c':plain I he pressl:re arch.
Alt houghi small. intact rck sre-:imens tested in the

labnraltiry exhibit o:e tensile strength, it is obvious
in the mine that the rock niass, cut hy numerous joints
and lauls,. cannot cxert any significant resistancc to
tensile strcss. On the other hiand, there werc many
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menstirt'inewnls :.rnd flivrvat iw!.; A! thr, i. IT'(s if 1rl i-
zotll anttmpr!!:;sjmi. O]il thterv r-an 114, ittit- (111111t tl:lt
it i tscC Itelial I'll.icete::.:Vv : t whi lieluti tlc
juillted Ilckmass pil vI:av iii tlu lIoIf. (Ccili, nl1:lwstill-
metlsls ti.st 0t- o-oule'it-it *tl f itti-on fill t.- jolinit
plille i.; Inr ldf O.t; aIlIld it all 1bu sihown IlIlat :1 Lit--:11
str..s *.l; P.! .%.:;I ;1 i tIj; .it ; I . : 't1a;, .* I,..,,,,, W hitl.

, % 1 : iei l v . : h ; t !; :t P P:i t A ! I . e , * ,i. I d t: I.- i : m I'e a v,-

:, Ca v. *1 n i '2V yivl'i.a Ib:!I;.ls Le 1:1. .iippii 1II f1i.i:i
tihe' %v((% f thc hit t'icI :.l a-. 1:l ;o i*it '1' .t 11, ;11 ii if
tile' wN-t'il ': f tl. jld. i, Ilt lo's :t;t I'll.- o.-'llt(f

ti I tck f:m:I.%s. le sutiarr inch of sidte-stijppOzl ; ureta. (k-
pt-'nds Iliin ' Ihi ' spilt. Hlic: cfui c fur ca'hl lateral strsis
('llditioUII thULIL' ill Ie D critical span, or Width of

'I'11le ijte:al strvs tvill hc mnlucl' Iup. ) of tw at
plimitiviC Stri'-ss :I%(I oit nsliseiii c(imlp4InIctit cIT the vcr-
ti,:I StI LSs. 'lIt'- :wi II tI tI r r Svi II esist cINC It, I I.-
fae c anici vill pI I- l;.1 iy ill, . l :l ' ' , 1i it'l wvitll ':1e t 
I'itt tit I ( 'l.:.('2 I ll -tl t II! V' tli,;. tl % Si tt'is l t-iilil

wvli) del' 1t hi. wIIl'l th l. vx,.hI1, 411 ( tif Iuu sMI(. :Ic!r
ra, 1 ti exlpocttd iluler:;V W'illi deILIh. ig. It ills-

tCl'II(s t is 'X Iiti:'tii.
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Designing Yield Pillars'and Stiff Pillars
The important pillar cineisicis rile hcight and Icast

width. Soinlhing can he lained ill the lboratory by
testing specilTens %with various hight:width ratios;
but the best inlorm:ilinn vill come from te mines. At
White Pine, fr cxample, Inlboratory tests showv an n-
confined. conipressive strength hctween 20.000 and 30.-
000 psi. Hnwever. mnime sitgniflcait facts colic from the
Inine, where OS)l'SCvations ;Ild castirelients shoxv: that
Under heavy load i pilla r v.ith wilt JNh l thani two
times height will yield a pillar with id th a rozud

SCven times height v.-il h infinitely stiff and strong;
and lctwvn theie Iiits tlbe.e is predictable degrIe
*'f sIiitne:;s. Tis u ndei :t:tnch i:x permits usophistic2tedl
yet simple ;ndI oelialilt dsi:I of yie:ding, zibutment.
anld intelincedmeate pillurs. 1'I, 1, illustrates pillar be-
.havi'jr. Thiis bel:mvior wi!l. elf course. y modifled
loc:lly y vriztionz in faul; Id joint dnsity.

Using thc Prftssure Arch

A i UmdeUtst.indtn:g of this nechmisml of ground sup-
purl. and its hinitations. gives new solutions to ground-
c-Iniltrsl p oleImns.

1Pillla Icial d'pends i falzt uSpon te width of the
atrva mined. a1dl this width c:iI- low be nallipuliated to
bencfit the mieic operalor. it) prevent cillapse or to
mnclm- a cave wvhn il wanits one.

lootf coniiions dltteriorale l :; depth i nemases; tile)
Can n'mcv be ippm.svel y uailil: Ioi tars vxwichl yield
slih:tly. bt -tile viddt Ii clf lt y tin)!mg zonc must be
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IIIIit ef :'s I t I i II ti. w~III it i I it swt3~D)VDIv iI Ij I Ivt1 If i
lit- s5i'122lti Ivi !fil %It DfIII D3I11t3ilivit pillars. Thie. 1%Ii-1

:122)(D3111. for ti'l III % tl'l I rq-kovvi vil i lI Iw. iII . . --(3I

at t~,Ii byIisill: I" I Wuill 2W pii1t'i

prewtV1. Ibl DI:. i I'~ ;. I)wkilr3w.i 1,ieu1 ili-lv DL' II iiaile'I

witith flt iIt- ca!lejI3(II~ ll p. it tl ti, 90;

Stwdc t0i:1? 12I;1.3ill:! the . *' !- I 2I1:DjollD)lIIt

Sill fLce'Si)1111 Cll 1111W. li vo CDIIilli.I- liY Illanag-

wvill lie pra3:ivaillv' 33( silb-1'1!Dlv.. If ;I .1 i'licaI %v.ifII2

votp Zfi:4 ill ilki ;i a;e LIfllriiI IE !" 1; i.:. I'e nd i I II I 
;ieIdjIn sra ci iJ: a t i- a-14i.'.1fo s' . iillvt wil tepb

It i s be 'li cvt'd I IeIIt tI Ii:. I11 I'55133I' al ;II I Ill Ifa l 131.

relying upJonl la tera I Ii c.25 f at suimu I.. Can it xpIiin

IIIIV f hit'- 1.11-iII1J .I :I 1111lI~Ir tiihitisIls i [stilt 

ililf [ Ifl'SD I iIf cun be ('piID3U' I.
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Significance f Meixed Potentials i Eli Measurements with

Platinum ElectrodcS

by K. A. Natarajnn and I. Iwasaki

The. 133 !iDtl3C DIf tl*i? *,(1tIrIfil. 3ic? thr' P) - Pt-O ,4cI lD *. ow3 93n( a DItD:rem3: Ct

of recdoa porer irls i shi ins conttciinnl frruus-jfirric c('bi! II.(?S C.VlAlilillcd.

Cur-rcui t-pri.tenzti juttr'es iver'T ix.ac to ilt'd.te th DI! iiif I ill 311 !(3Xtredt plutcizi.als
towardl thet V.xii~c 3 poten1ti iel a .VipL'3(tiLe (32sill cI-orpeciitId szlst Cil!s a lw cO)3

ce?3tructim)3s of Jcrromus fille ferrit- i3))I The r2333!es olf con3cD')raliZoiZs of the fcrrous-
ferric coup3ID., ill wh'Jich3 tlc inte(rfc'rC..e'l freow 0.If3D?1 n ore! t 131 pltatinionll-nlX!ort recC-

tionls bevine si' cm. Si)1r( 3 *CL illus~tralted tlufiaylife 323iitd poitnt it 73Cinehaiin.

fledox potenlta (i) meaL 3uemenD'tL ae often used
in the metallurgicail incIustry to indicate oxygen Icvlls
and concentration rits of rdox coupis's. for example.
ferrous and firic i31115. Unlmi's thle red-ix sp'cics sought
uire prt'sLnt iii su licivitt volncvntrat ions. tlit' nvabl ecU

lnttit ial may33 lie ifluenL'3(i.d by tilt prt.'-D'3icc of OXiogun3.

Such an ititrcinnID!. referred to) nlS *ixeD.d IIDII('ltial."

presents anoither problemin rt.dox putil'nti:IE 1m3e35U ir.-

ncnlts ill ndditi'jtin In vIectrod)Le pJLi1 P.lTis is bDc3L2:LC

platinu eI~l cICtrod('s Li3C iut st rictly i33(r1 IndI. dej '.d'n g
Onl til' pil. Pt - 2t'-O an1d P t-I't i C) I vI3le rtDL'tjulls
arC pos.il LI la I'CtIdVula1e.;

PA piciOpe l idIr:;taldilm o i(f thwt rohi. of CoxSgell. te
(dlc'tracit, rec31tilols involvovcd. LIVd hilt' ullctutratinnf
ra nge of te. rt'dlix sp('eivz in lnhiiiIivi:i3if tir inter-

LDLtil1 wilth (ONYI1.1'l. tD1l-t-.'. ht.conilt iiniitait ill

itV rIlretiniit lIlesulV£d lttitalLill 331D'IIlIUrgivadI sVL-

K. A. I'IATAPIAN and I. IWASA~KI. Mwn.b'ro fil.ePI Re%,,iI(c1 As-

Cl ntc.~e Uni-t',Iil, of .i.,,ncwt,. 1nmlcIulID T1 . I. .lLlL2,'I

FV' ID. 972. E;ru'Lsiin of hs p~eeler. %iiiae in'djlicole ptm

to June 15. 1974, -.ill c.Icor i 5nE. Tristwil il)D. S-pic.rnbc, e97.

cii.d ;I, AlMtt Toissu1cijcns. 914* .I u .6it

ID.'I1s. In tilis pz.r. these points in redox potentiail mnca-
suremen'fts will be exa:mined by taking tho ferrous-'cerric
Systvni ill tilte I)IfIIC az.cl in tihe zbsonce of Cissolved
0':)Jg(' I L III T::m h e1 te 32 *'iied potenti l" v.dl1
be vxpiIained and( its sigrifijoce portrayed through
plriz1ationlc di:Igrans.

Expcrimental Procedure and Results
Fx;eriniental sr'tulps znd procedures for rcdox pliten-

tial flit 15urcnleltnt! oe for- trui~n.- currelt-pt3)tiali

curves ilave bi-vis jdvscvL'rbt( eisev.-iJe&

Fit4. I 'showi thE! potential rel'adngs as a function of
times iln a dt-Oxygit-lned I 'M1 sulfuric acid contain'ii fetr-
rous ard ferric stilfate, in vonentraIDiufns ranging fr(.im
10 a eidc 10 M and in the elncelltraticoll ritio of unit':..
As vidch.nt ill flte igtriv. ther~e was no saginillemuit 01laltI:.'

in tile pfltt'nlt i-Il readings with fitae. ;it tO" M. INS thst-

(f)3D(]I Iloit l c(31) of he 931) tiftle il'r'3'!LI5D.d. e l3,i:Dnitil~

thuIC ~i1 il.' sit in ti i: t'ie! for UIDixe i-t-iiAiit2!ld
.'l'. i l at : !.¶e ft itl' I lv_ Ia Iil I': llfill reli n P.' -

tll l21' te I EDitviltr;itifJi gi dutl't :t tht.' eltAruner' stir-

IRAP414C71011% ba' t. V,"11 I. .Cote At Io m (D *1 1-' . A. t.:-.. I..r


